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1. INT5411k71144

Tne r-Tre senel to work

reasure of laoor man'et success. The young inex-periecea 300 seeker Lae :lie

difficulty finding employment, and when secured, receives lower wage-s for t[.

work. Unemployment rates of young worker::: are always con2iderao1v highe' s± an

older workers, while the average wage rates are lower for the young.

employment experience, particularly, seems to have worsened in the last fifteen

years. In 1984 the unemployment rate of 18 and 19 year olds averaged 15.9

percent. It was 14.7 percent in 1979, the last year of reasonably low national

unemployment (so called full employment). This compares to a 12.4 percf2nt

unemployment rate for the age cohort in 1973 and 11.3 percent in 1966,

coxparable years in terms of labor market conditions.

There has been a great deal of conjecture in recent oat Iur

nation's education system is a large part of the problem. It is, variouLli

contended that today's students do not receive a sufficient bisic eduatit-,na3

foundation. Furthermore, many observers of the educational systerr feel toat

the school system is too unstructured--not enough Cjscinine, too 7

absenteeism and too many distractions confront the students. It fo lows t'hat,

f the nation's education system poorly prepares students for the sc;ieol-

work transition, i_ also holds a great deal of potential to eaL,c trot

transitional pronlems. The National Comf:dssion on Excellence

(1983) has led the

Knowledge, learning, information, and skilled intelligence
are the new raw materials of international commerce and are
today spreading throughout the world as vigorously as miracle
drugs, synthetic fertilizers, and blue jeans did earlier. If

only to keep and improve on the slim competitive edge we
still retain in world markets, we must dedicate ourselves to
the reform of our educational system for the benefit of all
old and young alike, affluent and poor, majority and
minority. Learning is the indispensable investment required
for success in the "information age" we are entering. (p. 7)
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Peform cf secondary Icati is a tsp priori *

f:ind fac.lt wi4-h '.rte trend in education.

. the educational foundations of our society are
presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that
threatens our very future as a Nation and a people." (p. 5)

The proposed reforms include stricter graduation requirements, more homeworK,

and greater emphasis on the bass 3ducational needs of students--mor literacy

skills, more courses in math, science, social sciences and languages. Tn

contrast, critics of the reform movement fear that a new emphasis on core

academic courses, and a coincident deerrphasis of vocationally oriented courses,

,n111 alienate students with little interest in pursuing higher education. This

could lead to higher dropout rates, more discipline problems, and a less-

prepared student for the vocational requirements of employers.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the high school/student

qualities that lead to a more successful school-to-work transition. It is the

early work experiences of youth that may form the foundation for employment

security and earnings growth over the life cycle. The project has two aspects:

to idepti:y features of the high school experience that are correlated with the

irLtial labor market success/failure of young workers; and to see if the

or a successful transition have changed in the last decade.

There is a wide array of conditions that define successful work

experiences. Unfortunately, many of the conditions are unobservable or only

,)artially observable--job satisfaction, training and potential for job

prom ions, desirable working conditions, and so forth. Instead of relying on

features of a job that are difficult to measure, three easily observed features

representative of work success have been selected for this study. The wages

paid to youth at two time periods during the first year and a half of work

following high sc'ool completion are analyzed. Also analyzed is the ,;:roportion



of 7,;(-)5L1-,L

es .3

three measures of the youth's labor market ex2-e:len:,_f 'aw-3t. 4 Le

possibilities for defining success in the work:Ja,:e. Instea_l are .seci a5

approximations for the decree to whch c:-; e- ran

students for work.

It is also noteworthy that only the eeriieL,t of wore ex.;erienc,:,, are

examined in this study. This is done because the focus of the plo3ect is tie

transition period, and because there is reason to believe that the initial

labor market experiences, if favorable, breed later work success.

future testir- is needed to see if an individual's educational background has a

differential _;4.3act on the labor market success of more mature workers. Two

possioilities exist. One is that the i_opn.-tant lities of an

indil,idual are very costly to detect for an employer, but nevertheless

ilTportant to labor market success. In this event, educational attributes wlli

become known to employers only after 7an; year,, ohs e! the woKer

Thus, educational background will not have risen importancc, tc eari

success but will se a good predictor of later success. Cenverel-,

pozsJ:'le that employers use certain easily detected e6ucation

diplo;-a, grade point average) as an initic.1 "screening device" to hare wor.-:

If these are inadequate predictoLs of ultimate worker qualities, thf= LL

advan,lages given to individuals who pnssess a diploma or who have achieved

higher grade point averages will decay over tine. Further work is neceozar,

this area, but is complicated by intermediate events such as post-high ;H;ch,,c,1

train nq. These intermeaiate events, themselves, ilLy be related t5 dus

quality. The experiments, when conducted, will have to be very carefuil,

constructed, and are beyond the scope of this study.
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Because anothet focus of this project is the trend over the last

two oomparabie samnles are used which were constructed eight years apart. i-sOt'r

samples have almost identical data for work conditions, educational experience

and ind)viduals' attributes. Thus, the samples provide an easy comparison of

the school-to-wor ,. transitional trends during the eight-year period. Th

samples come from the National Longitudinal Survey of the High School Class of

1972 (NLSHS), and the High School and Beyond Survey involving the high school

class of 1980 (HSB). Nearly identical experiments are run with the two cohorts

to test whether the educational systen has been a cortributor to the worsening

:rend in the school-to-work transition.

In the next section of this rewrt, the issues are carefully defined. In

the third section the data and samples are described, and the empirical

analysis is pre5ented. A conclusion and summary is provided ao the end.
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1, Me Educational Experience

The notion that labor rcct

upgradino :_asie academic skil of

study haruts by students has gained widespi:::csii

Indeed, a "back to basics" approach seems one nution,

is obvious how better academic skills could lea-I to subsaluent suC.C.S:3 in nary

--,obs, it is equally obvious that a great many aca(fleDic skills nave no practical

z-.pplicatir, in the workplace. Similarly, if stader,t-, 3r devote frk;re

academic curricula, then vocationally-oriented courses rust be- deempl-aE-1.2ec:.

Does the restructuring of educational requirt-=:,,,:nt2,

prepaiEfi or less prepared for most jobs?

At the outset, it must be emphasizi-d that only lobs w)ich do .nsest reglilre

higher education are being analyzed. If lob skill--; are becoming increaein3.Iy

dependent on college background, then by definition bettet academic develojrent

in secondafy schools is esz:en`s-Aal to sot isty for the qzr.,,ti

::--ecto_ in the economy. No one can predict the f.fture, u It 'J., date, there le

C-j[KX-i ClEa of evidence toot is contrary to the not ion. BLS :in:,

tom: occupation:3 which no not r

WI i Lapld,y in toe nezt ci-cc.des.

In this part of the report, educational 1.-3L-;6e:: concern mq tot sos

:ranition are raised. A large nu:-,-,bet .

examined, incJuding the major academic factors. Rut the educthonul

is defined much more broadly for this study. Also included ore the nmtr

ilnur, devoted to studying, working and

attitudes that are partially formed in the school environment are analyzed al;_-;()

in this context.



2. Hiring Inexperienoed WO-ricers

To develop a framework for alals,zinl 'n f=t-s)-. !--

;fle basic question must be asked. How do emrlors select the new hir t!,

pool of applicants? The employer wants to know personal characteristic

applicant such as -hil 'ty and willingness to learn specific skil'

:e_' ?ability, absenteeism, the .1--sire to work, wiAingness to remain with

witnoct frivolous job turnover, ability to be supervised, and ability

cet along with co-wrkers. When recruiting individuals who have just complete(

high school, none of the characteristics can be detected with much certainty,

Instead, employers must infer these characteristics from interviews, reference-,

from previous part-time jobs during school , reported extracurricular high

school experiPnce, and academic records.

Work during high 5,hool. Probably the most direct information can be

ascertained if the individual worked during high school. This provides

considerable inferences about the individual's ambition to work. It also may

lead to direct job placement with the same employer after completing high

school if the overall work relationship has been positive. If the individual

does not continue the employment relationship, recorriendations are available tc

rew employer about some of the key attitude characteristics. Generall\.

.;,,rk experience during high school should lead to greater initial labor marke'._

,ccess after completing high school, all else constant. This is supported

(tudies by Pollenbeck (1984), Miguel et al. (1982) and Stephenson (1979, 1980),

Evidence is presented that employers use the nature of previous work experien:7e

dnd reasons for leaving the previous lob as important scref-mina ces,

_=acute of hours of work during the senL-_,I ye at hi in :;eboo is c

present analyses to test this effect.

Interview process. The job selecti.m Lntcrview i the rust

t-uvimj of e-mplovers. and possibly the most important fay -o
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exttac.,

erodes the i5ef of nigh scnnoi nrnr

Another problem invol al-, is::

transcripts are sent too slowly fr, be Lser__ o:e_:,

exampl, only 93 respc)nses io hijn

Ohio employer in 1982 after requeEting records for more than 1,200 apphahr,-,'

Two issues are relevant for this st:nTy. Inc r_Lst is sLi, "Are nlh

school GPAs used to hire new entrants in the labo: market followinj h _ch

school?" The second is "have GPAs becolae less useful duraH trio _Pub

of grade inflation and/or a less responsive school system?"

Anot,,,r issue is relevant, but beyond the scope of this :tudy. The high

school GPA mE.7y not contrirute no one la,,Jr 11-L-K&:1 in

transition period for the reasons already stated. But if academic skills are

transferable as iobtralning skills, _Lc rcmn s.ecessful students ultia.ately

may enjoy greater labor _n e41:eri2r,

such an event, soudents need to be encoaLaged to stuci\i di 1 iHunt. iz al_ hn

scbeol even if their initial payoff is negligible.

cre is soue evidence that nigh 1, LOO

lato snnt in the Ili,- AF in, iv -Lif ,3 1 c .,1

indicate that student_ w3 t n better ._(.2cord.., tend on r

-3ignificantl'y hi, her wage rates. Many of the studies follow a co4lolr.

indiviudals through time and thus provide evidence on how rile Leiat '.1

between high school achievement and wages evolve as the cohor-,. matures.

,fau.seis (1975) analysis of Roger's car2, on ,2,:ite so 1 en who

around i939 finds that a standard deviation change of an ability measur2 leads

to higher wages ranging from 3.3 percent for 29 and 34 year olds to 7.8 percent

13
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school. Studie5 the :;raJuarinq 157i

relationshil2 between ability and earning & 1,f,L,,latei_ ,ifjh

1982; Daymont and Rumberger 1982; Kang and Bishop 1964), although this is often

due to greater annual employment and not higher wage rates (Kang and Bishop).

Given the evidence, it is clear that the initial school-to-work transition

period can be overemphasized in terms of the impact of academic ability.

Nevertheless, the transition period is an important stage in the life cycle and

worthy of investigation on its own. It is also important that a consistent

menu of ariables be used when studying two different time periods, as is done

in the present analysis In this way, time period differences can De

established without concern about variable differences and measurement

oiscrepancies.

Vocational preparation. Advocates of vocational pieparationnile in

school argue that many students cannot be motivated by a sole reliance on

academic courses. The students have no interest in attending an institution

of higher education, and are more prone to leave high school before receivine

diploma. For this type of student, vocational courses aro meant to increase

interest in school, reduce discipline problems caused by boredom or antagonism

toward the school, and prepare the student with some marketable skills.

Critics of vocational courses argue that the increased reliance in

vocational training sacrifices the basic cognitive skill development ot

academic courses. According to these experts, the tradeoff of market skills

for basic cognitiv, skills has a detrirental effect for the student, at

later in life.

In the present analysis, the number of vocational hours taken in h_gn

school is included to test the impact of vocational training on the school-to-

work transition. No attempt is made to find a longer term impact. Also
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.1)

III. EMPIRICAL ANALYSAS

I. The net,'

Two different data sets are employed in this study to analyze any -i6J:s-b! e

differences over two distinct time periods, 1972-73 and 1980-81. Near

identical information is available in both sets of data, and both are

longitudinal in nature. The samples permit the analysis of a similarly ageo

cohorthigh school seniors in 1972 and seniors in 1980as they complete the

initial transition from high school to work.

The National Longitudinal Survey of the High School Class of 1972 (NLSHS)

consists of information on over 22,000 high school seniors surveyed in 1972,

with follow-up surveys available for 1973; 1974, 1976 and 1979. All

in04-iduals surveyed in 1972 were seniors at the time. The initial survey

provides the information on the individual's high school programs and

activities, while the remainder of the dal:a is taken from the 1973 follow-ix)

survey. In the 1973 follow-up, data are available for the individual's

employment and educational histories as of October 1973, approximately 16

months after high school completion, as well as retrospective information

starting in October 1972, about 4 months after high school completion.

The High School and Beyond (HSB) data base consists of longitu( na]

eLservations of over 60,000 sophomores and seniors surveyed in 1980 'it-,

follow-up surveys conducted for 1982 and 1984. Approximately half of the

individuals surveyed were sophomores and half were seniors at the time of the

initial 1980 survey. Our analysis is limited to those individuals who wetc

seniors to provide comparability with the NLSHS data set. Variables pertaining

to the individual's high school programs and activities are constructed from

the initial 1980 survey instrument. The remainder of the data is taken frnr.

the 1982 follow-up survey which provides employment and educatimial histories

in 1982 as well as retrospective information pertaining to 1981.

17



_. Sample Selection

As we are priTari v interestt in an individual is lavor :market

hE sohool-to-,r.rK transition f.s.eriod, inclividua.ls who attend schor,1

time after high school or who are engaged in active military service

excluded from the saraple. The full-time student exclusion limit:. the E:an)_,.

size greatly because a large proportion of high school graduates in the zy

data bases choose to continue their education full time. The same

however, are still quite large so the statistical anall,sis is not hirld'ere.

The sample does include individuals who enroll in an institution of higher-

education part time or who enlist in the military reserve. The samples an.'

further stratified by sex to examine if the various determinants of the soluol-

to-wcrk transition are different for males and females.

The complete list of varianles pertinent to this study and their
description is contained in Table 1. Table 2 contains the mean values for all

variables in the NLSHS sample of young workers, and ,.able 3 provides the means

For the ILSE sample. The three measures of labor market success chosen for this

project are wage rates in the transition period, the employment rate durinc the

:..)erirKi and annual income. Tnformation on wages are provided for the beginnin,-_.

of the transition period (W131-10) and approximately a year and a half after hi J,_

school (WPHI). In the NI,SHS, the average starting wage for males rises fre:.

S2.44 per hour initially to 82.97 one year later.2 The corresponding

rates for females are $2.01 and $2.31. After eight years of high inflati-,

rates, males in the HSB sample earn a $4.29 starting wage rate which r ses

$4.93 in a little more than a year. For females in the HSB, wage-,

=73.i=-=6 just out of high school to $4.09 at the end of the period.

Similarly, annual income is less for females than ma1 es,

f,n,ales earn 83,041 while wales earn $4,892 during 1973, the fi

18



high scho[)]. If, the i;L:1:"., earn f1:11 ..? aVefagE.

rise to $6,830. Part of the lower annual earnings of f er;a.les is attri'Yoi-aine

to the lower hourly wage rates and part to less months of emplovment. oaring

the transition period, males in the NISHS are employed 84 percent of the time

and females 82 percent. In the HSB, the employment rates are 80 percent and 68

percent respectively. The low employment rate of females in the HSB explains

much of the very low annual earnings.

Variables that are expected to explain the labor market experience of the

youth are also listed in the tables under four categories--personal

characteristics, high school experience, home environment and high school

location. A highlight of important sample differences is provided.

In the NLSHS, a much larger proportion of the sample has been enrolled

part time in school than in the HSB in the year after high school. Part of the

explanation may be use military envirorner By 1980, the military is an all-

volunteer service While 1972 is nearing the end of the draft during Vietnam.

Student deferments from the draft may be a partial explanation. Another

explanation is the racial composition of the samples. In general, minorities

enroll in institutions of higher education less frequently than white youth;

and the -SB heavily oversamples racial minorities.

There are no obvious patterns in terms of attitudes except that males have

a greater work orientation than females in both samples and less fam

orientation. Females exhibit a higher self-concept in the HSB and greater

sense of control (locus of control) in the NLSHS.

Comparing the high school experiences, grade point average (CPAs) ate

higher for females and higher in the 1980 HSB survey. Perhaps the sex

difference is partially explained by a somewhat higher measure of Interference

(distractions) for males. It also can be explained by less hours devoted to

homework and more hours spent working at a job for males. In spite of these



ediferenoes, ;raftat:,

be made that the higher CPAs in the HSB are d P grade infl

'_:tandardi7ed test scares are 'over in the ESE (with no obuiou2 sex differ ces

Ind boaLs devoted to stu, no declined substantially between 7,972 and 1C

In terms of course content, the NLSHS sample report s] ::r,

academic credit hours taken by the students and substantially more vocation:),

hocrc than found in the HSB. Females are somewhat more vocationally oriented

than males in the NLSBS and ,v less so in the HSB. Student's in the pcF,

are more prone to take leadership positions in extracurricular activities, an0

-cre likely to have particiated in a cooperative vocational program, Upward

Pound or Talent Search.

The only other significant difference between samples are that Lc-ndi_e,,,
-1 "

ten ; to be married more often in both sam.ples; and the HSB more neavily

'.:Y=,Tiilated in the rural and suburr)an areas.

3. Regression Results

in this section of the st,_:dy, the re:,,ults :Dultivariate regrossion

/sis is presented. Separate regressions are run for males and females an,

for the NLSHS and ESE samples. In Tables 4 to 11, ordinary least squares

.,Dcfficients are reported for the three I bur market outcomes 7n the ti:ansition

-,iod--wage rates, annual earnings and employment. An asterisk is placed b.

t-he coefficient to indicate that the variables is significantly different

zero based on a one --tail t-test at the 90 percent confidence level.

_Jeneral, the results are very mixed, :.;ak ing is difficult to dr iw many st,cn?

c--)ncdusions.

1.r_iing d aring
. The number hours that a student works in the

nor year ot high school general ly has dositive impact on labor market

serf Tni s is particularly true fo'- the high school class , 1980.

tern

ll

1



For the _:la;-3& of 1972 ti,,:re :',1ticant

the early wage rate or the lacer wage rate, c. t: tre e--Dlovm(-nt (arf,

increased significantly. Corresponding to the greater employment, ann-al

earnings for males are raised about $32 for every hoar of high school worK.

Quite perversely, however, female earnings drop by $61.

In the HSB, male and female wage rates are increased Dv .2 percent to .3

percent for every extra hour of work during the senior year. Employment rates

rise rather sharply and annual earnings in 1981 increase $70 and $57 for males

and females respectively.

Te number of hours worked by a senior is one of the most rel iable

predictors of a successful transition from school -to- -work. Time devoted to

other activities, including homework and extracurricular activities do not have

as consistent an impact on the early labor market performance variables.

However, it may be that the impact of nigh school work is not very durable.

The wage advantage of working students may decay in later years as the

nonworking students gain labor market experience of their own.

lttitude traits. The effect of attitudes on labor market success, as

Treasured ray test scores administered in high school, are quite mixed. Locus of

control is usually positive and statistically significant--a feeling of control

over one's destiny tends to cause more favore' le labor market outcomes in ter:rr

of wages, employment and earnings. This is particularly true of the HSB

sairple. There is no obvious sex differences. A favorable attitude towards

work also is most often positive, but is statistical ly significant in onD7 four

cases at the 90 percent confidence level. No clear differences exist across

time periods or sex groups. Quite perversely, a greater feeling of self

concept always has a negative effect on wage rates, and often negatively

influences earnings and employment. No obvious explanation is available.



S

and family 9ive resu_Lts, Statistical car-Ice

low an the signs on the coefficients switch randon-11'1,. This .71,3t enta

surprising be_ause these lat. two 'Atitudes clearly are less pertinet

employer.

Attitudes of young wo!'kers are considered very important to the emplo

in the hiring process according to the studies discussed above. These results

mildly support this notion in terms of work attitudes and locus of control; but

strangely, a positive feeling of self-concept leads to lesser success in the

labor market during the first year of work following high school. Fliployers do

not seem to be any more or less reliant on these attitudes in the early 1920s

compared to the 1970s; nor are there any apparent differences for the sex

groups.

It is hypothesized above that higher income and educational attainment of

the parents may lead to a more successful transition from school to work

because the student may present himself/herself better in the interview.

Higher family income does have a reasonably consistent positive impact on the

three measures of work success. However, the statistical significance of the

parent's educational attainment is much less than income and the coefficients

are often wrongly signed. It is entirely possible that the father's eduction

is highly corrolated with mother's education, leading to multicol linearity

p:oblems in the statistical procedure. ThiL problem tends to cause unreliable

estimates of the coefficients.

Another attitude is related to the student's self-discipline. The mubet

of hours the student spends doing homework and the 0-gree to which the student

encounters distractions are included in the regressic-i model for this purpose.

These particular characteristics are difficult to detect for the interviewer,

but it detectable, the traits nay provide considerable information a;oola the

individual.



Again the results are inconsistent. The nurkber of WUS

positive only half the time (primarily for wage rates) and statisticai

significant only one of these times. The measure of interference is correctl

signed (negative) only nine times, but is statistically significant in four of

these cases. There is very little evidence that study intensity alone pays

large dividends in the early transition period. Two caveats seem relevant.

Self-discipline may not be observable to employers until more work experience

is gained, at which time it is rewarded w 1 employment stability and higher

wages. Secondly, study intensity may be aflected in the student's academic

achievement, and the payoff may occur thro' 1 observable achievement measures.

Attention is now turned 'co measures of academic achievement.

Academic record. A wide array of variables that measure the student's

academic record are included in this study--the high school grade point

average, the receipt of a diploma, the number of acaderric credit hours

completed, and scores on three achievement tests for matn, reading and

vocabulary. Is academic achievement rewarded in the first year of work

experience following high school? Has there been a change in emphasis on

academic records in the last decade because of difficulty in receiving timely

high school records of the student?

There is some support that the high school academic record irfluence:-,

labor market outcomes. There is no evidence that the emphasis on academic

achievement has changed between 1972 and 1980. Graduation from high school

almost always has a positive effect on wages, employment and earnings, although

statistical significance is achieved at the 90 percent level only twice.

Likewise, higher GPAs tend to improve the rewards to work. Annual earnings are

always increased. However, the starting wage immediately after high school

does not seem to be strongly related to the student's GPA, and in fact i9

23
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s gned ; ance I eve l in t e cases. TI,L::

hat the problems discussed earlier about delays receiving transorit,ts froT,

ah schools may be a deterent for using official academic records for the

e inning worker. The success that students with higher GPAs achieve in the

later stages of the transition year (wages a year and a half following high

cch:)0 1 and annual earnings) apparently manifests itself through the

individual's work and training efforts. For females, the rewards are received

in terms of both wage rates and employment. Males improve only through higher

,;aaesthere is no statistically significant effect of GPAs on employment

rates.4 Females may benefit more from their high school success because their

work tends to require more cognitive abilities while non-college attending

-al es accept manual work more often.

The standardized test scores tend to be mildly positively related to labor

rarket success. However, with the exception of the results for the employirent

rates for the 1980 class, there is little consistency or statistical
significance. Since these tests are not made available to employers, again,

any effect tivt they may have on labor market outcomes will occur only at a

later point in the life cycle as the workers display their cognitive abilities

7:1!e employer.

A review of the academic variables to this mint give some indication that

basics approach in eduction could improve the transition from school

work. However, the last variable in this set is paradoxical. As students

:.cruse the number of credit hours in academically oriented courses, all three

-re,:=sures of labor market success--wages, employment and earningsusually

Females seem to be most adversely affected, A high level Cif

-totlstical significance is achieved in only three of time case:,; neverthele

P...) 7. 7., e



LL,;:eiOt;,():1. A re,i,rient,:t1cn

may not provide as large a benefit to yourpT: wr,rker:: as is otter:

The results on the variable measuring the nunber of vocational hours conl,rm

this. An increase in vocationally oriented courses generally leads to Letter

wages, employment and earnings. Statistical significance quite often is

strong. An exception to this is the male cohort from the 1972 class. The

coefficients on vocational hours for this group is always negative, although

statistical significance is low. Apparently the vocational programs for males

have improved dramatically since 1972. Quite obviously, these results give

reason for further analysis before the secondary school system is drastically

redesigned. At least during the early transition period, vocational course

work improves the success rate for young workers.

Similar evidence is provided by participation in a cooperative vocational

program, although the evidence is not quite as convincing. Positive effects

are very convincing for the high school class of 1972 for all three labor

market outcomes. In contrast, the class of 1980 has lour wages and employrenL

rates after participating in a cooperative vocational program. For males

particularly, the effect is rather strong and statistically significant. Th

effect on earnings is positive but is not statistically significant. Further

investigation is warranted here. An apparently successful pro(3ram naL

deteriorated badly in less than ten years, and researchers should

reasons for the recent failures.

Other experiences. The final variables of intelest in tni

study involve participation in extracurricular activity, the Upward 13oun6 or_

Talent Search programs, and CETA (Class of 1980 only).5 Generally, the results

are quite weak. Statistical significance is low and coefficients exhibit on

random sign changes. Taking a leadership role in an extracurricular activity

tends to have a positive labor market effect for males and negative for

25
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SIMARY OCUMUSICEZ-;

The fo,:us of this study is the analysis of tilt_

to work. In particular, the effects of the student's high school experiences

are investigated. A very rich menu of variables representing the high school

experience is included in multivariate regression models of the initial work

experiences. For simplicity, the success/failure of the transition to work is

defined by easily observed labor market outcomes--the wage rate, employment

rate and annual earnings of the individual in the first year and a half

following the completion of high school.

The study also analyzes the trends in the relationshiT between high school

experiences and the transition variables. The labor market success of vouna

workers has declined steadily for twenty years. If the trend is due to high

school conditions, the compa-iqrm in this study should detect the problems.

For purposes of investigating the trends, two separate longitudinal cohorts are

studied using identical regression models with nearly identical variables.

Data for the high school senior class of 1980 are collected from the High

School and Beyond Survey, and compared to the class of 1972, collected from the

National Longitudinal Survey of the High School Class of 1972.

The study is particularly relevant at Lhi ime because the nation is

embarked on a serious reevaluation of its school systems. A back-to-basics

movement for secondary education is a popular remedy for the problems

encountered by young workers in their initial labor market experiences. A call

for more academic work in math and language development concurrent with a

deemphasis of direct vocational training is often recommended. More homework,

"liscipline and general diligence applied to study habits are also recomricnle._%

'Po test these propositions, variables that represent the academic nature of the

27
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course work and the inthi,idua] studrIt's studi hatAts arE- r-,-I in 'be

regression models.

The findings in general are not conclusive. With regard to any trends, no

clear evidence is found that the high school academic experience has led the

decline in labor market experiences. Two contrasting trends in vocational

training, however, are detected. For males, the vocational programs offered in

high schools seem to have improved dramatically between 19-:2 and 1980.

Conversely, the cooperative vocational programs that are successful for the

class of 1972 no longer function well by 1980.

Contrasting results are found for the contention that b!tter academic

preparation eases the transition from school to work. Only weak evidence is

found in support of the notion that better disciplined study habits improve

lk,,,,- mnrkpi- out -cmes. In fact, hours spent on a iob during the senior year in

high school are very important for the early work experiences of youth. On the

other hand, a better academic record does pay dividends--higher GPAs and a

diploma are generally rewarded in the Tabor market.

In sharp contrast, a greater emphasis on academic credit hours

consistently is related negatively to wage rates, employment and earnings in

the first year following high school for both the 1972 and 1980 classes.

Likewise, vocational courses seem to have a positive payoff, particularly for

the class of 1980. Certainly, these findings indicate that caution is

warranted before the high school curricula is reoriented to academic studies.

Mixed results are found for other variables of interest such as attitude

development, achievement tests and pa-ticipetion in extracurricular activities.

Again, no obvious time trend is apparent.

is. study has limited the analysis to ti very early stages of the

school -to -worts transition. Obviously, a caveat is per hlent because of this

28



restriction. Other studies is that aLadeTic achieve nl, is re'iNc_

greater degree as the worker matures. In such an event, students an-1

policymakers should balance the benefits of the long-term gains to academic

success with the apparent short-term rewards for vocational training. Some

middle ground may be optimal. Further side-by-side analysis of the 1972 and

1980 cohorts should be attempted to construct a longitudinal view of the

transition process. Other labor market characteristics also may be relevant in

measuring the success of an academic versus 'vocational curricula.

Characteristics such as job satisfaction, potent_ -11 for job advancement and

working conditions also should be analyzed.

29



_.
-Offic.,..al transcripts are important because self-repurcir,s

is particularly unreliable if no official follow-up is made.

`Tables 2 and 3 report the logarithm of wages because 'L-hewaym,_,del
]cglinear in the next section.

3
Reca11 that the samples consist of high school seniors who did not attend

college full time. Generalization, ,Juld not be extended to the college-going
population.

4
Because the statistical significance of the coefficients are not

uniformly high, comparison of the point estimates of the coefficients are very
unreliable. Comparison of magnitude differences across time periods and sex
groupings is not advised in this case.

5 ,

other variables in the regressions that are not discussed are
included as control variables, but are not related to the policy issues raised
in this study.
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Dependent Variables

WPHO: Li31r1thT of the individual's
school completion.

L6garithm ol7 the individual's hourly
followina high school completion.

Yearly earnings of the individual in r fc.L.owin 3oh:)ui.

EMT,: ,.de fraction of mmthE worke,:: by the 1vii in the year :olrY,41n1
high school.

Personal Characteristics

Self concept composite includes individual's feelings about sif,
self worth, ability to do things and self-sacisfaction (normalized).

1.1)CUS: Locus of control composite includes individual's feelings about 1,:ock

versus hard work, trying to get ahead, planning, and accepting things

as they are (normalized).

'43R: Work composite - includes individual's feelings about 1:Iportance of
being successful in work, money and steady work (normalized).

Community composite includes individual's feelings about inporta-we

of being a leader in the community, giving children bettci
:ipportunities and working to correct social problems (normalized).

Family composite includes individual's feelings about importancc of
'finding a good marriage, living close to parents ari getting awal, fro
-uresent community (normalized).

:\ variable equal to one if the in
zero otherwise.

ndm,oer of siblings of the indivia:ai.

variable equal to one if the.
r)therwi.b.e.

31,1- A variable equal to one if the inoividAal is 61ack and zero otherwi:,e.

A variable equal to one if the individual is a part-time student one
year after high school and zero otherwise. Individuals who have
engaged in full-time school at any time after completion of
L.chool are excluded from the sample.
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TABLE 1 (cant.)

A variaLde equal to on. if the individual is in the military reserves
one year after high Echool and zero otherwise. Individuals who have
been on active military duty at any time after completion of high
school are excluded from the sample.

TIGE: The individual's age. Due co the extreme homogeneity of ages in the
NLSHS sample, this variable is used only in the HSB data set.

High School Experience

INT: A measure of the degree of interference faced by the individual in
high school. ITT equals 4 if the individual had substantial
difficulty in adjusting to high school routine or had substantial
difficulty due to poor study habits. INT equals 3 if the individual
had substantial difficulty with either factor and moderate difficulty
with the other. INT equals 2 if the individual had substantial
difficulty with either factor and no difficulty with the other or if
the individual had moderate difficulty with both factors. INT equals
1 if the individual had moderate difficulty with either factor and no
difficulty with the other. INT equals 0 if the individual had no
difficulty with either factor.

HETPA: The individual's High School Grade Point Average measured on a 100 -
point scale.

HJGB: Hours per week devoted to a job during the individual's senior year
high school.

of

HST;D: Hours per week devoted to homework during the individual's senior year
of high school.

(PJD: A variable equal to one if the individual received a high school
degree or its equivalent and zero otherwise.

=1-1S: Math score the individual received on a test administered to all
sample participants.

Vocabulary score the individual received on a test acfldnistered to all
sample participants.

PE1DS: Reading score the individual received on a test administered to all
sample participants.

LEADER: The number of leadership positions the individual held in high school
in athletics, cheerleading, band, hobby clubs, honor clubs, student
newspapers, subject clubs, student government and vocational education
extracurricular activities.

(O C: A variable equal to one if the individual participated in a
cooperative vocational education or wrk study program in high school
and zero otherwise.
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TABLE 1 (cont.)

UPTA1: A variaoie equal to one if the individual oartiuip,-atvu El :.LL

Bound or Talent Search program in high school and zero otherwi:,e.

CETA: A variable equal to one if the individual participated in a CETA

program in high school and zero otherwise. CETA programs were not

funded at the time of the NLSHS survey, hence, this variable is

available only in the HSB.

ACHR: The number of semesters of academic courses taken by the individual in

high school. ACHE includes courses in mathematics, English, foreign

language, social science and science.

VOCHR: The number of semesters of vocational purses taken by the individual

in high school. VOCHR includes courses in business/office management,

trade/technical and other vocational categories.

Home Eliviroment

FED:

YLLILI-).;

The number of years of education completed by the individual's father.

rr, _
1 1 ILLULJC.- L vs.

r 4. ,_,yku vs. v,v--1r "- r

PIN C: Parental income measured in thousands.

INCNA: A variable equal to one if the individual's parents' income is

unavailable in the data and zero otherwise.

MS: A variable equal to one if the individual is married one year after

high school and zero otherwise.

KIDS: A variable equal to one if the individua3 has one or mo'e child

dependents one year after high school and zero otherwise.

High School Location

RURAL: A variable equal to one it the individual's high school a

environment and zero otherwise.

SUBURB: A variable equal to one if tne individual's high schoe
suburban environment and zero otherwise.

With the NLSRS Data

NE: A variable equal to one it the individual's high school Lc, s the

North East region and zero otherwise.

NC: A variable equal to one if the individual's high school is in the

North Central region and zero otherwise.

K: A variable equal to one if the individual's high school is is the

Southern region and zero otherwise.



TABLE 1 (copt.)

With the H3 Data

NE: A variable equal to one if the individual's hi :1,
England Census Region and zero otherwise.

SA:

South Atlantic Census Region and zero otherwise.
A variable equal to one if the i-idividual's high shool 1=

ESC: A variable equal to one if the individual's high school is in the East
South Central Census Region and zero otherwise.

WSC: A variable equal to one if the individual's high school
South Central Census Region and zero otherwise.

NC: A variable equal to one if the individual's high
North Central Census Region and zero otherwise.

WNC: A variable equal to one if the individual's high
North Central Census Region and zero otherwise.

is in the West

school is in the EaA

school is in the West

MOUNT: A variable equal to one if the individual's high school is in the
Mountain Census Region and zero otherwise.

PAC: A variable equal to one if the individual's high school is it the
Pacific Census Region and zero otherwise,

1;



Pr..wad=1.

rfiAl3LE 2

MEANS FOR NLSI1S ria4

WPHO .891 .699

WPH1 1.087

EARN 4892.571

EP .640

Pei-zonal cbus=igi;

SELF -.COG

LOCUS -.096 ,090

WORK .092

COMM .006 .003

FAM -.028 .026

HCAP .012 .009

SIB -921 2.231

HISP .040 .352

BLACK .1 -.11 .140

STU
RESRV .022 .002

Higb cJ r

INT 1.309

HSGPA 71_"36 7"1.482

HJOB 18.427 13.655

HSTUD 3.056 4.645

GRAD .990 .991

MATHS 49.652 48.164

READS 48.358 50.105
vocs 48.963 49.769

LEADER .301 .347

PLEADER .106 .13?

UPTAL .077 .028

ACHF 9.422 9.163

VOCHR 5.93E; 6. 9 'Z

BOW EUYiEATITLII.t.

FED 11.637 -.1.779

MED 11.622 11.640

PING 9.677 7.959

INC .146 .218

MS .141 .341

KIDS .052 .068

:1 7
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Del:endent TarraLj.

WPHO

'KPH]

EARN

EMP

TABLE

MM..N6 FOR HF21

1.457

1.596

6629.598
7Q 5

2.298

'3

Persmai charLactc-LIat

SELF' .052

LOCiS -.260 -.513
WORK .141 -.103
COMM .092 .047
FAM -.036 .061
HCAP .024 .013
SIB 3.440 3.56'1
HISP .254 .252
BLACK .423 .455
AGE 18.216 18.071
sru .246 .276
RESRV .026 .004

Ugh 3ck 14,12Zlit.'LL-X

INT 1.368 1,M3
HSGPA 77.349 79.477,2

HJOB 13.732 9.826
PSTUD 2.261 2.914
GRAD .976 .984
MATHS 47.331 45.410
READS 47.749 47.694
JCS 41.686 47,636

LEADER .524 .497
covx: .330 .302
UPTAL .351 .953
CETA ,140 .150
ACHR ;1.759 5.944
VOCHR 2.05 ,,,

1Qr,1

PED 12.198 12.334
MF 12.076 11.850
PI-NC 19.214 17.166
INCNA .098 .125
MS .104 .225
KIDS .051 .124



/.,BU 3 ( con t )

RURAL .32 .289
SUBURB .418 .428
1\1`., .038 .040
SA .180 .203
F.$C . 059 .055
WSC .166 .158
DT: .159 .158

.058 .049
MOUNT ,05
PAC .145 .14-J



TABLE 4

INITIAL POST HIGH SCHOOL WAGES NLSRS alATA

Dependent Variable = WPHO

Charact ar istc Mal Fern

SELF -.042 -.063*

ILCUS .071* .020

WORK .036 .015

COMM -.004 .001

FAM -.093* .023

HCAP .083 -.058
SIB .000 -.005
HISP .350* .046

BLACK -.021 -.024

sru .027 -.008
RESRV .165 -.238

High School. ExjciJace

TNT -.042* -.007

HSGPA -.00] -.000
HJOB .001 .000

HSTUD .006 -.000
GRAD .276* .171

MATHS .001 .00C

READS -.003 -.001
VCCS .002 .000

LEADER .042 -.026
COVOC .092 .083*

UPTAL -.050 -.037
ACHR .003 -.003
VOCHR -.003 .003

Bole EnyirQunQnt

FED -.003 .001
mm .007 -.01C
PINC .006 .007*

INCNA .162* .039

MS .067 -.010
KIDS -.051 .056
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Uigb J5bilbgi 142=ibil

TABLE 4 (Cont.

RURAL -.003 -.076*
SUBURB -.035 .068*

NE -.024 R9*

NC .013 .034

S -.081 .072

CONSTANT .436 .588*

le Size 332

.127

*Denotes significance at a 10% level or better; t-test.



1

11:111,E S

INITIAL POST HIcil SCHICIOL WAC.1-3
Depkmdent Variable -

azzocial ctguacteialiu

SELP -.032*
LOCUS
InORK

.009
-.012

COMM -.003
FAM -.038*
HCAP -.271*
SIB -.D11*
HISP -.094*
HACK .052*
AGE .082*
STU .634
RESRV. -.207*

15.C1b5212.1 i_4"1:13.11Lier;

INT -.005
HSCPA -,001
HJOB .002*
HSTUD .011*
GRAD -.112
MARIS -.O00
READS -,O01
VOCS -,O01
LEADER .009
COVOC -.033*

UPTAL .083
CETA 017
ACHR 0A-1,

VDCHR .,106

FED -.;,J07
MED -,007
PINC .005*
INMA .027
MS .05]
KIDS -.025

4 3

-,0_11.
11

_7.6.00001

-.012
-.014
-.012*
-.014

.018
-.036*

.009
-.008

-.0i-
000

.002*

.005

.048
-.002
-.U00
-.O00

.001
-.020

-.015
-.023
-.002
,003*

- ,C;1,37'

.016*
.002*
.026
.04/,*
.096



Ulgb .0=Q1 162=icc

ri7,).!=IE 5 (Cont.)

5.11

RURAL .063* -,063*
SUBURB .050* -.040*
NE -.055 -.004
SA -.113* -.046
ESC -.054 -.053
WSC .036 -.003
ENC -.096* -.029
WNC -.045 -.010
MOUNT .024 -.027
PAC -.033 .003
CONSTANT .323 1.946*

le Size 406 516

.168 .086

*Denotes significance at a 10% level or better; one-tail t-test.



TABLE 6

ONE YEAR POST HIGH SCHOOL WAGES - NLSHS DATA
Dependent Variable = %Pill

fersmal cbaracterlItic 1a1g alr,Ws;

SELF -.073* -.061*

LOCUS .017 -.022

WORK .079* .094*

COMM -.093* .010

FAM -.089* -.001

HCAP .112 -.058

SIB .011 .003

HISP .188* .048

BLACK .114* .085*

SIU .000 .020

RESPV -.144 -.007

Higb School .=r11i=

INT -.029* -.023
HSGPA .002 -.001

HJOB .001 .002

HSTUD .004 .006

GRAD .252 .210

MATHS -.000 .009

READS .003 -.002
VOCS -.000 .004*

LEADER .064* -.023

COVOC .083 .068

UPTAL -.044 .114

ACHR .002 -.010*

VOCHR -.002 .007*

1710MV

FED -.007 -.001
MED .018* -.002
PINC .003 .009*

INCNA .028 .056

MS .278* -.072*
KIDS -.095 -.003

45



U -Ck
1421c:, j.

RURAL
SUBURB
NE

S

NC

CONSTANT

Sqmple Size
R4

E 6 ( )

-.005 -.140*
-.03n
.101* 123*
.054 -.037

-.060 .060
.456

405 458
.138 .139

*Denotes significance at a 10- level or better; one-tall t-test.



MHLE 7

ONE YEAR POST HIGH SCHOOL WAGES TIM DATA

Dependent Variable = "PHi

Persona' chat_eristia Nalg Fe.7,11L_

SELF -.041* -.019

LOCUS .051* .005

WORK .001 .007

COMM -.018 -.007

FAM -.012 -.004

HEAP -.088 .043

SIB -.004 -.007

HISP -.070* -.010

BLACK .045 .042*

AGE .042* .001

STU .007 .007

RESRV -.264* -.0J1

High Sclwai 14xpetienqci

INri -.015 .007

HSGPA .000 .003*

HJOB .003* .002*

Hsaup .007 .001

GRAD .077 .047

MATHS .001 -.001

READS -.002 .000

VCCS -.001 .000

LEADER .002 -.005

COVOC -.069* -.021

UPTAL .058 .038

[ETA .037 .028

ACHR -.001 -.003

VCCHR .011* .013*

HOMQ

FED -.000 -.013*
MED -,016* .017*

PINC .005* .001

INCNA .006 .028

MS .078* .017

KIDS -.005 -.045



1-14b LPc.]

RURAL

TIAILF. 7 ; C"

LIalv

.070 *

)

SUBURIi .084* -.011
NE .019 -.009
SA -.091* -.000
ESC -.036 -.052
WSC .124* .004
ENC -.060 .010
WNC -.073 .034
MOUNT .083 -.060
PAC .040 .037
CONSTANT .P38* 1.067*

-mple Size 406 516

.1Q9 .079

*7)mo4 r-s sianificance at a 1D, level or bPtrPr; onetala t--test.



TABLE 8

EARNINGS POST HIGH SCHOOL - NLSBS DATA
Dependent Variable = EARN

a=N1 CbaractLliatio femaiQ

SELF -7.3 86.7

LOCUS 47.4 1359.8*

WORK 261.4 -122.1
COM 416.2 811.3

FAM 539.6 -700.9

HCAP 202.1 455.0

SIB -186.6 115.1

HISP 3676.2* 1284.1

BLACK 243.5 -579.2
STU -7.8 167,2

RESRV 919.7 6511.4

Z=Q1 Idlowliencc

INT -593.6* 1648.3*

HSGPA 53.1* 47.7

HJOB 31.8* -61.1*

HSTUD -110.2* -18.0

GRAD -491.1 5164,1

MATHS 21.5 45.5

READS 25.5 -56.1

VOCS -3.2 20.0

LEADER 155.0 -1334.9*

COVOC 1071.7* -386.7

UPTAL 2176.2 -3479.1

ACER -99.4 45.4

VOCHR -33.9 92.7

/low Er.al.hu.-2zwi=

FED -11.3 -602,3*

MFL 80.3 264.0

PINC 127.0* 286.9*

INCNA 2750.2* 4559.5*
MS 1293.4" -1825.1*
KIDS -1975.6* -1300.9



TABLE 8 (Cnt)

iligb .09141W1 1-1V-- M412 V..011.;

RURAL 308.9 1644.5*
SUBURB 98.3 1190.8
NE 1126.7* 2627.3*
NC 1339.5* 1172.4
S 212.3 2374.6*
COWmANT -4402.3 -13926.7*

Sqmple Size 196 182
IR` .220 .235

*Denotes significance at a 10% level or better; one- -tail t-test.



TABLE 9

EARNINGS POST
Dependent

----
Pe rs coal

HIGH SCHOOL WAGES HSB DATA
Variable = EARN-----
klaig.ba_actsikiatics

SELF -57.7

.112a.12

-418.0*
LOCUS 680.4* 529.6*
WORK -93.9 204.5*
COMM 30.7 -3.3
FAM 712.7* 238.2*
HCAP -859.9 117.0
SIB -91.8 -85.7*
HISP -98.6 30.1
BLACK -44.4 -876.5*
AGE 388.2 -269.5*
STU -418.5 368.6
RESRV 64.8 -128.1

=.1QQ1 tUQ.Lig.=

INT 265.7* 60.0
HSGPA 21.4 30.5*
HJOB 69.8* 57.2*
HSTUD -30.0 -13.1
GRAn 261.1 -93.6
MATHS -34.8* 29.4*
READS -11.6 10.2
VOCS 56.0* -2.8
LEADER -146.8 -11.0
COVDC 123.1 192.5
UPTAL -757.1 -148.6
CETA 590.6 -38.7
ACHR -104.1 -208.8*
VOCHR 309.1* 191.8*

ilcAw Elly1;_71akr

FED -72.5 -86.0*
MED -28.7 -71.2
PINC 67.2* 17.8*
INCNA -650.2 210.9
MS 2479.8* 238.4
KIDS -671.0 -1652.9*



aChQ-Ca LONAtiori

TABLE 9 (Cont.

Male

RURAL 868.2* -401.4*
SUBURB 1476.5* 463.0*

NE -1650.2* 1237.4*
SA -1169.9* 522.7*
ESC -126.3 373.2
WSC 678.4 1112.9*
ENC -1020.0* 4.0
'AC -1011.2 910.4*

MOUNT -703.5 277.6
PAC -1349.6* 579.9*
CONSTANT -3388.5 7392.4*

;--*frple SIze 943 1236
.171 .202

*Denotes significance at a 10,E level or 'Defter; 6ne-aii



PERCENT OF TIME %OWING
Dependent

Eera claariati.c,2

TABLE 10

POST HIGH SCHOOL %ACES NLSHS DATA
Variable = EMP

SELF -.020 .002
LOCUS -.005 .011

WORK .072* .009
COMM -.020 -.071*
FAM .032 -.002
HCAP .089 -.036
SIB -.009* .009*
HISP .081 -.133*
BLACK -.063* -.033
STU -.022 -.01z
RESRV -.045 .188

Eigb &112,Q1 Excericu

INT .004 -.024*
HSGPA -.000 .004*
MOB .003* .002*
HSTUD .002 -.001
GRAD .028 .182*
MATHS .001 -.002
READS .000 .002
VOCS -.001 -.007
LEADER .009 .017
COVOC .011 .065*
UPTAL -.039 .024
ACHR .002 -.002
VOCHR -.003 .001

Layis Quzcat

FED .000 -.01i*
MED -.001 -.006
PINC .000 .001
INCNA -.021 .013
MS .043 -.003
KIDS .022 -.144*



Uiab .&b.al;

RURAL

MILE 10 (Cant.)

-.013

SUBURB .003 -.006

NE -.009 .001

NC .057* .013

S .036 -.003

CONSTANT .638* -.144*

Sqmple Size 412 478

R2 .105 .160

*Denotes significance at a 10% level or better; one-tal t-test.



TABLE 11

PERIDOWCF TIME WOWING POST HIM SCHOOL flSii DATA

Dependent Variable = EMP

l'ersmai Qa0=15110

SELF

LOCUS

WORK
COMM
FAM
HCAP
SIB
HISF
BLACK
AGE
STU
RESRV

tigh Saw: aiclialm

INT
HSGPA
HJOB
HSTUD
GRAD
MATHS
LEADS
VOCS
LEADER
COVOC
UPTAL
CETA
ACHR

VOCHR

Wmc

FED
MED
PINC
INCNA
MS

KIDS

tkile algale

-.018 -.032*
,056* .081*

.006 -.004
-.000 .005

.031 .013

.039 .003

-.004 -.005
.018 .084*

-.050* -.110*
.00, -.037*
.001 .063*
.096 -.281*

.002 .009
-.003. .003*

.005* .007*
-.010* 002
.061 -.037
.001 .004*

.002 .003*

.007* .00.,

-.041* .002
-.011 .012

.042 -.010

.046 -.046
-.001 -,27*
.013* .0164

-.012* .031*
.003 -.t_3*
.004* -.000

-.031 .n15

.058 -.060*
-.032 -.255*



iligb .SS.11221

RURAL
SUBURB
NE

TAME II (Cont.)

.036

.050

-.081

-.047*
.026

.223*

SA .082* .025

ESC .085 -.003

;,;SC .091* .078*

ENC .054 .030

WNC .019 .111*

MOUNT .006 .100*

PAC .060 .031

CONSTANT .232 .884*

Sqmple Size 943 1235

12,4 .130 .235

*Denotes significance at a 10% level or better: one-tail t-test.


